Bmw 760li

The famous French fashion designer Coco Chanel once said that "luxury is the opposite of
vulgarity. He starts the video off by comparing the front end to the older model, saying that the
grilles are just something that we'll "need to get used to. Before showing us around the car,
Amrit runs us through the options list. The printout is several pages long. The dark grey paint is
optional, as well as the Cognac-colored Nappa leather. The panoramic glass roof is a pricey
option, as well as the ventilated massage seats, which alone cost as much as some of us have
paid for running, driving cars. This car also features the full complement of available tech
options and driver assistance features, which, on a 7 Series, is quite a lot. Of course, looking at
the paper is pretty boring, so Amrit shows us the entire car, starting with the outside before
moving inside. While the car is impressively appointed, there's a lot going on â€” maybe too
much for our more restrained sensibilities. Given the price tag, that's just fine by us. Apr 01, at
pm ET. By : Cam VanDerHorst. Unfortunately, all the money in the world won't fix those massive
grilles. Car Buying Service Get upfront price offers on local inventory. Search for: New Cars.
Used Cars. BMW 7 Series. Sign In or Sign Up. Easily the best drive among full-size luxury
sedans, the BMW 7 Series loses points for its frustrating control interface. It's still our pick for
driving enthusiasts, but many buyers will find its competitors easier to live with day-to-day. At
the top of the luxury sedan food chain you'll find cars like the BMW 7 Series, which represent
the peak of engineering, elegance and hospitality available in a five-passenger automobile. Last
redesigned for , the 7 Series remains one of the most technologically advanced sedans in its
class -- so much so that potential buyers often experience technology overload during their
initial encounter. If you can get past the bewildering cockpit interface, though, you'll be able to
enjoy the most involving full-size sedan on the market. Those reflexes are a product of the 7's
expertly tuned suspension and steering. To keep the big sedan steady around corners, all
models come with Active Roll Stabilization, which stiffens the suspension's antiroll bars to
reduce body roll. Additionally, i and Li models can be equipped with either the Sport Package,
which provides firmer suspension tuning, or the Adaptive Ride Package, which uses
self-leveling air springs and adaptive shock damping to strike a compromise between ride
comfort and handling acuity. This latter setup is standard on the Li. The "Li" models ride on a
5-inch-longer wheelbase and are 5. This stretch opens up 6 extra inches of legroom in the
backseat, but doesn't make them unwieldy to handle. We wish we could say the same about the
standard iDrive vehicle management system. The 7 Series was the first BMW model to get this
revolutionary bit of technology, and while iDrive corrals a lot of functions, including the audio,
climate, navigation, Bluetooth and BMW Assist systems, it has a steep learning curve and,
based on our experience, increases driver distraction. On the plus side, iDrive minimizes cabin
clutter, as it's operated via a console-mounted dial that interacts with a central LCD screen. In
the five years since the debut of BMW's iDrive, such all-in-one control systems have become
the standard of the super luxury sedan segment. However, Audi and Mercedes-Benz have come
up with more user-friendly setups, and for consumers who just want to get in and drive, either
the A8 or S-Class may prove to be a more appealing choice. Both are just as luxurious as the 7,
and the Mercedes is just as agile, if slightly less engaging from behind the wheel. The Lexus, in
particular, is an amazingly sophisticated and opulent sedan, though its driving experience is
somewhat antiseptic. The Jag is a touch less refined than the others, but its sleek, classical
styling goes a long way in a vehicle class where appearance counts for plenty. The truth is that
none of these high-dollar sedans is likely to disappoint, but for buyers who crave an engaging
driving experience above all else, the BMW 7 Series remains the definitive choice. Just make
sure you have a high tolerance for technology before you sign the deal. A full-size luxury sedan,
the BMW 7 Series comes in three versions: the standard-wheelbase i and the long-wheelbase Li
and Li. Standard fare on the i and Li includes inch wheels, adaptive bi-HID headlights, a
moonroof, leather upholstery, walnut wood interior trim and way power front seats plus
four-way power lumbar and two-way active headrests for a total of 20 adjustments. Front-seat
heaters, a navigation system with voice control, a speaker CD sound system with an MP3 player
input jack, dual-zone climate control, one-touch windows and Bluetooth connectivity are also
included. Both cars are eligible for a long list of options -- the only difference is that the Li can
be had with ventilated way power rear seats to complement the extra legroom in the back. Major
option groups include the Sport Package, which provides firmer suspension tuning, inch
wheels and a three-spoke steering wheel; the Adaptive Ride Package, which provides
self-leveling air springs and electronic damping; the Luxury Seating Package, which provides a
massaging driver seat, ventilated front seats, a heated steering wheel and rear sunshades; and
the Premium Sound Package, which adds a speaker Logic 7 sound system with an in-dash CD
changer. Virtually all of the above is standard on the Li, including the Adaptive Ride
suspension. Additional options on all 7 Series models include keyless startup, adaptive cruise
control and a rear entertainment system with a six-disc DVD changer. An exclusive Li extra is a

rear-seat beverage cooler mounted in the armrest and individual rear climate controls. The BMW
i and Li are powered by a 4. The BMW Li offers a 6. Both engines are paired with a quick-shifting
six-speed automatic transmission that directs power to the rear wheels. We've timed a Li at just
over 6 seconds for the mph run, while a i we tested was about a half-second slower. BMW
claims that subsecond times are possible with either drivetrain under optimal conditions.
Standard safety features on all 7 Series sedans include antilock disc brakes, stability control, a
tire-pressure monitor, front-seat side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags; a driver's knee
airbag and a four-year subscription to BMW Assist telematics; rear-seat side airbags are
optional. The stability control system governs several advanced braking features, including a
brake-drying feature that periodically wipes the brake rotors when the windshield wipers are in
use. Front and rear parking sensors are standard, and you can opt for the Night Vision system,
which uses an infrared camera to monitor obstacles nearly 1, feet ahead of your 7 Series. Either
engine should prove satisfying, and choosing between the two is largely a matter of personal
taste and spending power. The models move out like muscle cars fresh out of charm school:
The 4. As you'd expect, the Li's V12 responds immediately to the slightest nudge of the gas
pedal. At idle and cruising speeds, the engine's sound is nearly undetectable, but open it up for
full power and it exudes a pleasing enough note to make you eagerly anticipate the next stretch
of open road. Steering feel in the 7 Series cars is typical BMW, with relatively high weighting
and excellent feedback, and body roll is held in check during cornering. While it may be a
stretch to call such a large car nimble, it's easy to confuse it for a sport sedan on the open road.
Inside the BMW 7 Series, the cabin has the expected opulent atmosphere and a clean layout,
thanks to the minimal center stack controls. The iDrive system was designed to consolidate the
vehicle's control systems into one easy-to-use interface, but the learning curve is steep. Most
basic adjustments can be made rather easily, but more complex functions require time with the
owner's manual and patience to learn -- and we know of more than one driver who has
accidentally drifted out of his lane while fiddling with iDrive. Materials are generally very high in
quality, as you'd expect in this class, but there are a few plastics here and there that seem out
of place in an executive sedan. Backseat passengers will be just as comfortable as those in
front, as the rear seatback contours perfectly to support your lower back and shoulders, while
headroom and legroom are abundant. Go for the Li or Li and you'll get an extra 6 inches of
rear-seat legroom. Available styles include Li 4dr Sedan 4. Doing so could save you hundreds
or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used BMW 7 Series. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the BMW i joins the rest of the 7
Series line in offering way adjustable front seats as standard. Additionally, all BMW 7 Series
models now come with heated front seats, an MP3 player input jack, power-folding exterior
mirrors, additional braking technology including a brake-drying feature and a four-year
subscription to BMW Assist telematics. Sport Package wheels for the i and Li now measure 20
inches in diameter. The new BMW Individual Composition option group allows buyers to
customize the interior and exterior treatment for their 7. The short-wheelbase i sedan has been
discontinued, as has the sport seat option. Read more. Write a review See all 19 reviews. The
Nightmare Continues I just traded my '06 Li lemon for an ' The '06 was continually in the shop
for transmission problems, which after 4 attempts and a new transmission was never fixable.
The new '07 has the same problems I know, "fool me once BMW as a company has been horrific
to deal with. The mechanics say that BMW is well aware of the faulty transmissions, but no fix is
available. Apparently BMW's policy is "let the buyer beware". I now have an attorney instead of
a drivable vehicle. Oh well, live and learn! I guess there is good reason why the A8 and the
S-class have passed up the 7 series in reviews over the past several years. Read less. Been
driving this car for some time now and it is truly an incredible drive. If you are looking for a
luxury sedan in this price range, I would certainly recommend it, specially if you are a gadgets
fan. So here we go I took the plunge on a CPO Li Got off to a rough start, so far in the first
month: 1 New front wheel bearing-thumping vibration in front end 2 New IDrive screen- after

locking up intermittently after delivery 3 New Key after old lost program Bottom line, I love the
car, the dealer has been great about replacing everything under warranty. I obviously have
doubts about the point whatever CPO checklist. They should have caught the problems I
inherited. So now I start with a clean slate, will update if any problems occur. Easy to drive but a
little large at times for driveway maneuvers. The seats and interior are very comfortable. The
seat massage is something I thought was over the top but on a long drive it is pretty nice. The
car puts a smile on your face by just driving it. Expert engineering has made this car unreal. If
you step on the gas it goes like a scalded dog. The tectronic shifter makes for some fun times
once you get used to it. It made a trip on the Blue-ridge parkway a true pleasure. If I had t to do
over I would have bought this car years ago. Of course I work for an oil company so I will suffer
the gas pump experiences! Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average
Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 7 Series. Sign Up. Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. They are good about getting back to you but
they didn't inform me there was damages to the driver door. We drove over an hour to go look
at the car too find out the frame on the driver's door is bent. If I had known this a head of time,
we would not have gone to see this car. There are some defined clues of what to look for. The
photograph looks good, and is tempting. With the high mileage and high price, I did not
physically see this vehicle. I've had a short but positive responce. Best regards, John.
Salesperson Kelly was great! The vehicle price was too high, it had some steering and
telescoping gas pedal issues and paint job was ok but it drove well. Entire experience was
enjoyable and stress free. Bad business at this place I told them what they could do with there
car. John is a great guy and made the experience very comfortable and very smooth. Thank
you! Responded very fast, helpful, the only one that responded to my needs, John Penny is the
best. Thank you, I will definitely by another auto from you. Very friendly and courteous. I felt no
pressure to buy on the spot and they gave a good price for the vehicle I wanted. The lot was full
of old used cars it was like a junk yard. The car was rough. Torn leather, dirty. Polite, but could
not arrange an appointment. Never heard of a car dealership where you needed an appointment.
Very helpful in answering my concerns. George was very willing to address any issues with the
car we were interested in. Layla provided great service and communication throughout our
dealings. Mack was easy to work and negotiate with. Finalizing the deal was smooth. Walked
away feeling like we all were mutually benefited. This dealership is all about the sales and not
about the customers best interest. After telling them that I no longer wanted to deal with them
they continue to call to schedule an appointment even after asking them to stop calling me.
What an amazing experience! Highly recommend this dealer for any auto needs you may have!
The dealer was fast to respond to all inquiries. Good service and good attention to the
customer. The Giles Team was very helpful, friendly, responsive and worked with me through
the whole financing process. The team was available by email and by phone to answer all my
questions anytime. Dealer contacted me, I live out of town and before I had a chance to look at
the car it had been sold. Overall they did reach out to me and tried to be as helpful as they could
be. Walk through video was extremely helpful, several blemished areas were pointed out that
did not appear in the static photos. Good job! We'll help you find great deals among the millions
of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Private Seller: Jay. Woodward, OK Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Image
Not Available. Private Seller: Andrew. Matthews, NC Message Seller. Negotiable , mi. I like the
body style and color and the fact it a New Car. But Im not to happy with its pricing because tho
its a Beautiful car its still just that a Car and it should be price as a Home with payments more
than a Mortgage. Because unlike a House when purchase the value of it depreciation so quickly
unlike the purchase of a Home. Enjoyed my GT more as an all around car.. Need more storage in
car all features are good but regret not getting SUV a bit. Car is a great driving vehicle a bit soft
in suspension in normal setting, but good smooth quiet power. I love this car and it has almost
all the features I was looking for. I also think it priced right but the only thing it is missing is the
LED roof feature. I would definitely compare it to the Audi and Mercedes. Why Use CarGurus?
This M Li xDrive variant comes with an engine putting out and of max power and max torque
respectively. You can find this feature in Le xDrive variant and save View Le xDrive Variant. It is
very comfortable and is like. Excellent thanks for confirming you that I have been working on

the project management and I am currently working on the project. Its very comfortable car for
family use for luxuryness. Well it"s ok ok and dude maintenance is really costly. Thank you!
Your question has been submitted and is under moderartion. You will receive all
communications on :. Contact Dealer. Have a question in mind? Ask Your Question. Your
Question should contain at least 5 characters Submit Cancel. Share your experiences with 7
Series? Submit Review Submit Review. Engine and Transmission. Performance and Fuel
Economy. Brakes, Steering, Suspension and Tyres. Interior Dimensions. Exterior Dimensions.
Comfort and Convenience. Safety and Security. Driver, Passenger and Side Front. This feature
is not available in this variant. View All Variants. Black Sapphire. Glacier Silver. Sophisto Grey
Brilliant Effect. Mineral White. Arctic Grey Brilliant Effect. Bernina Grey Amber Effect. Cashmere
Silver. Add a Review. Does BMW 7 series have paddle shifters? Yes, BMW 7 Series comes
equipped with paddle shifters. BMW 7 series is better or Audi A8 First of all, you cant compare
these two vehicle because they are the best in their respective space. Then If you need a
comparison, in my experience with both of the cars in my garage. MLi is a combination of M
series performance sedans like m3,m4 etc and 7 series. Audi A8. I think it is better for you to
buy 7 series if you want comfortable car and 8 series for sports. It is support a
ford 3600 parts diagram
2002 yamaha r6 service manual
cree led light bar wiring diagram
utomatic parking - 7 Series? Which better BMW li or le - 7 Series? How many cylinders in BMW
7 Series? It comes with 12 cylinder and 6 cylinder.. I have 6 cylinder diesel 8, 6 or 12 8,6 or 12
View All Answers. What is the maintenance cost of BMW 7 Series in a city of traffic? For the
information on the maintenance costs, we would suggest you walk into the nearest service
centres as they will be the better person to assist you Takes me 14 for a month Around dollar.
View All Answers. Is BMW 7 Series is full on sensors? Choose your city. Popular Cities. Alloy
Wheels. Moon Roof. Sun Roof. Driver, Passenger and Side Front Airbags. Automatic Head
Lamps. Ventilated Seats. GPS Navigation System. Petrol Engine. BS VI. Adaptive air suspensio.
With Storage. Steering Mounted Audio Control :. Front and Rear. Adjustable Front Passenger
Seat :. Remote Operated Fuel Tank Lid :. No You can find this feature in Le xDrive variant and
save Speed Sensing Auto Door Lock :. Impact Sensing Auto Door Unlock :.

